Description and use of the CIVEEST platform
In this document, we provide some instructions for using the CIVEEST platform
(http://civeest.com/), as well as details of organisation, available information and
interaction between participants. The contents of this document are:
1. Access to the congress
2. Contributions
2.1. Plenary lectures
2.2. Invited lectures and contributed papers
2.3. Posters
3. Comments and questions to the authors
4. Certificate of participation
5. Other details
1. Access to the congress
Please, introduce the user and password assigned to you in the registration process in
the left-hand side menu.

Questions related to the state of registration or to difficulties in accessing the platform
should be sent to the Local Organising Committee Secretary (Gustavo Cañadas) by
email to congreso@civeest.com, with indication of the participant’s name and
surname, and the email used in the registration.
In accessing the platform, the following menu appears on the left-hand side with five
main sections: General information, scientific programme, search, access,
disconnecting and sponsors.
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If you wish to change some details in your profile click on the following options:

2. Contributions
The congress scientific programme will include four types of contributions: Plenary
lectures/seminars, Invited lectures, Contributed Papers and Posters. When pressing
any of these entries, a new page is displayed on the right-hand side with the list of
contributions for the given type. For example, in selecting “Invited lectures” the list of
invited lecture and authors appear on the right-hand side.
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When pressing on Author, the papers are ordered alphabetically by author. In selecting
one of them, for example, the first author in the list, we get a new page with the paper
title, and abstract, as well as a link to download the full paper. The paper also appears
in a new window; in case the browser do not visualise the paper, it is possible to
download the paper to the computer and read it from there.

2.1. Plenary lectures
The plenary lectures will be transmited from the Instituto de Matemáticas
iemath.ugr.es on February 21st , 22nd and 23th afternoons, using the ZOOM facility (see
plenary lectures programme).
The video-room web address used in the transmission of plenary lectures will be
announced on the conference web page before February 20th. Those using ZOOM for
the first time should press the option Download and execute Zoom
When entering the video room you will see and hear the presenter and send him/her
text messages via chat.
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2.2. Invited and contributed papers
This section includes some invited papers and associated chats for asynchronic
discussion.

2.3. Posters
This section includes the posters abstracts and posters and the associated chats.

3. Comments and questions to authors
At the bottom of each paper screen there is a section with the corresponding chat
forum:

This tool allows asynchronic and textual communication between each author and
those participants interested in his/her paper along the congress four days.
The authors of papers will be warned by email each time a comment is produced if
they mark the option SUBSCRIBE (Notify me of follow-up comments) when using the
chat for the first time. We recommend that authors send an initial comment with a
greeting to participants and subscribe to their forum.
Authors are expected to reply to all the comments received from other participants
along the congress days, as well as encourage the forum discussion to generate an
environment of active exchange.

4. Participation certificates
Registration on CIVESST is free and registered people can freely take part in all the
activities (attending the conferences, reading the papers, using the chat).
Nevertheless, those participants whishing a presentation or participation CERTIFICATE
from the Organising Committee should fulfil the following condition:
Sending some comments to the authors of at least three papers along the
Congress dates.
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5. Other details in the platform menu
You can use the searching engine available at the left-hand side of the main menu to
look for the work of a given author, or else using some keywords related to the paper
to look for related papers.

Granada, February 10, 2019
Local Organising Committee
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